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began to incorporate the designation ^ljJ$ in his own and his
brothers" names, seems unjustified.1
We are not informed that Sasd ad-Daula had any children.
Bar Hebrseus, to be sure, does state that Sa'd ad-Daula was
the father-in-law of the governor of Baghdad ; but this
statement is not confirmed by evidence from any other source.
On the other hand, the sources mention two of his brothers,
Fakhr ad-Daula and Amin ad-Daula, as well as a cousin, a
Tabriz doctor by the name of Muhadhdhib ad-Daula Abu
Mansur. A certain Muhadhdhib ad-Daula Nasr b. al-Masha'iri
was probably a relative as well.2
As his birthplace the sources unanimously give Abhar 3
in the Persian province Jibal, on the road to Kazwin. Hence
during the thirteenth century there must have been a Jewish
community in Abhar of which we are so far not informed from.
Hebrew sources.
According to Abu'1-Fida9,4 and according to "him alone,
Saed ad-Daula spent his early years in Mosul. Other sources,
however, state that he commenced in Baghdad, whence he
was finally summoned to the court of Arghun at Tabriz.5
In Tabriz he also met his death. In any case, the scanty
geographical information of the sources make it clear that his
seats of personal activity were confined to Baghdad, the
centre of *Iraq, and Tabriz,6 the residence of the D-Ehan and
capital of Persia.
1 On the change in meaning of the laqab ^^ cf. Qalqashandi,
Sut>b aZ-A'sM, v, pp. 442-3. Cf. E. Blochet (Pairologia Oriental™, «,
p. 39). On Jewish bearers of ad-Danla cf. M. Steinschneider, " Intro-
duction to the Arabic Literature," JQB., 1S97-19OO.
 *	On these names see further below.
 *	Rashid ad-Dia, foL 149a ; Wassaf, foL 1966 ;  J/zw/aic/I, p. 5S7 ; sm-
Nuvairi, MS. Leiden, fol. 203a.   On Abhar cf. Le Strange, Tie Lands of the
Eastern. Caliphate.
 *	Ed. Keiske, iv, 18.
5 Abaqa made Tabriz the official capital of the ll-Khan Empire, and the-
city retained this position among his successors until Uljaytu ascended the
throne. Cf. E.I., Art. Tabriz.
8 Here we do not note the various summer and winter residences in which
Sa'd ad-Daula would occasionally pass his time together with the B-Khan.

